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Troubleshooting Options 

Who can I contact if I have an issue or 
question that is not covered here or in the 
toolkit?  

The Ambulatory Analyst team is triaging all 
questions and issues. Please submit your 
issue at this website. Someone will contact 
you as soon as possible.   

How do I access the toolkit? The toolkit is available, here. 

My clinic is SCM based. Are there 
instructions for me? 

SCM specific training materials have recently 
been added to the toolkit.  

 

General Setup/Zoom Account 
Do we use our own Zoom Pro account or is 
there a specific account being used for clinical 
work? 

You must verify that your account is HIPAA 
complaint. Instructions are in the toolkit. 

How do I get the HIPAA compliant version of 
zoom? Detailed instructions are available here.  

I tried to log in through the ukth web address 
but it’s not showing “HIPAA compliant” at 
the top of the page. What do I do? 

If your account is not HIPAA compliant, you 
must “switch accounts”. Detailed instructions 
are available here. 

Are there any security issues with using my 
personal cell phone? 

We strongly discourage using your cell phone 
for a TeleCare visit. The provider should use a 
computer or tablet. If using a tablet or phone, 
Airwatch must be installed (call 323-8586 for 
assistance) in order to document while visit is 
in process. 

 

Can the meeting invitation be sent via text?  
Standard meeting reminders are only 
available via email with attachments that 
patients must receive. Telephone only 
appointments are not encouraged as the 

https://luky.sharepoint.com/sites/UKAmbulatoryAnalystDataRequest
https://covid-19.ukhc.org/telecare-toolkit/
https://covid-19.ukhc.org/wp-content/uploads/sites/121/2020/03/Setting-Up-a-HIPAA-Compliant-Zoom-Account.pdf
https://covid-19.ukhc.org/wp-content/uploads/sites/121/2020/03/Setting-Up-a-HIPAA-Compliant-Zoom-Account.pdf
https://covid-19.ukhc.org/wp-content/uploads/sites/121/2020/03/Setting-Up-a-HIPAA-Compliant-Zoom-Account.pdf
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reimbursement may be very low or none at 
all. 

What if the patients do not have access to a 
computer or good bandwidth? 

During scheduling, patients receive an email 
about items needed to complete the TeleCare 
visit. They are also asked to do a connection 
check prior their visit. A help desk phone 
number is included for assistance. 

 

 

Scheduling & Building Templates for Telehealth 
Appointments 

How do we get a TeleCare schedule for APM? 

The Telehealth scheduling locations are set 
up in APM. Please check the file in the toolkit 
(under practice documents) to get your 
specific clinic's TeleCare location. 

Do patients need to be registered for 
TeleCare visits in APM? 

Yes, patients should be registered and 
acknowledged as normal. The Access Center 
is completing preregistration whenever 
possible. If preregistration has been 
completed, you will see a green checkbox in 
APM.  

If the clinic has to decide whether a patient is 
able to do a TeleCare visit, does that mean 
that scheduling can occur only through the 
clinic and not through the Access Center? 

 

The Access Center is able to continue 
scheduling your patients. However, they need 
information in advance on which patients are 
appropriate for TeleCare visits. Please work 
with the Access Center to develop these 
TeleCare specific protocols.  

 

Operational Workflow  

How do I get started? 
All the training materials needed are 
available in the toolkit. However, the 
getting started checklist is helpful to 

https://covid-19.ukhc.org/telecare-toolkit/#section2
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follow along with you as you see your first 
patient.   

Another helpful instruction sheet covers 
how to connect via Zoom 

How do I include someone else in the 
visit with me like another physician, RN, 
resident, or CST? 

 

While only the provider (in most cases) has a 
HIPAA compliant Zoom account, they can 
admit anyone needed into the room to assist 
them with the visit. To do this, the individual 
needing to be admitted into the exam room 
will utilize the provider’s Zoom link (the 
same one the patient used). The provider will 
see this individual in the waiting room and 
can admit them into the exam room. There is 
no limit to how many people a provider can 
admit in their exam room at the same time.  

 

It’s important to note that as soon as the 
provider leaves the exam room (or closes 
Zoom), anyone in the room will be kicked 
out.  

Is there any difference between hospital and 
non-hospital-based clinics? 

 
No, the workflow will be the same. 

Does the provider have to be onsite at UK or 
can they complete the visit from home or an 
offsite location? 

The provider is able to see the patients from 
an offsite location as long as they are in a 
private space and have the appropriate 
bandwidth.    

If a staff member is doing intake, can he/she 
hang up and the provider call when ready to 
see the patient or does the encounter have to 
be done at all at one time?  

Once providers are logged into their Zoom 
account for the session, they should not log 
out. The provider can allow a staff member to 
enter the exam room with the patient for 
vitals to be obtained, however, this will hold 
up the only room available so patients cannot 
be prepped.  

 

https://covid-19.ukhc.org/wp-content/uploads/sites/121/2020/03/Connecting-to-a-Telehealth-Appointment-via-Zoom.pdf
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A way around this is to have the staff member 
call the patient prior to being seen by the 
provider and obtain vitals via a phone call. At 
the end of the phone call, the staff member 
can ask the patient to log into Zoom and 
enter the waiting room. The provider can 
then move them into the exam room and 
complete the visit.  

If the patient doesn’t have ZOOM capabilities 
for an audiovisual visit, is there a way to do a 
secure visit via phone call? 

During scheduling, patients receive an email 
about items needed to complete the TeleCare 
visit. They are also asked to do a connection 
check prior their visit. A help desk phone 
number is included for assistance.  

The reimbursement for telephone only 
appointments is currently under review. Up 
to date information is available in the 
billing/reimbursement FAQ.  

Can another provider join the same meeting? 

Yes, anyone can join if they have the 
provider’s specific Zoom link. They will 
appear in the “waiting room” where the 
provider must admit them to the meeting. 

Can nursing/clinical staff do their vitals in 
another room and prep the patients to be 
ready to be seen by the provider?  

 

Once providers are logged in to their Zoom 
account for the session, do not log out. The 
provider can allow a staff member to enter 
the exam room with the patient for vitals to 
be obtained, however, this will hold up the 
only room available so patients cannot be 
prepped.  

 

A way around this is to have the staff member 
call the patient prior to being seen by the 
provider and obtain vitals via a phone call. At 
the end of the phone call, the staff member 
can ask the patient to log into Zoom and 
enter the waiting room. The provider can 
then move them into the exam room and 
complete the visit.  
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Can you have the patient check their own 
vitals, tell you what it is, and use this 
information in the vital signs section of 
AEHR or SCM? 

Yes, patients can self-report their vitals. Just 
be sure to annotate that these are self-
reported in the record.  

When you sign into Zoom, do you leave the 
link up for your entire schedule or do you 
sign in and out for each patient? 

Once providers are logged into their Zoom 
account for the session, do not log out. 
Patients can be admitted from the virtual 
waiting room. The provider specific Zoom 
link can only be in use by one computer at a 
time. 

Is there a template in AEHR and SCM for 
documenting the visit appropriately? 

A TeleCare template has been built for every 
location. Clinics will use their regular notes, 
adding in the TeleCare content set. Detailed 
instructions specific to the AEHR and SCM 
are available in the toolkit under provider 
resources. 

What do I need to know if I am completing an 
audio only visit? 

If you are completing an audio only visit, you 
will still utilize the AEHR/SCM template and 
content set. Be sure to document the method 
of the visit at the end of your note.  

 

The reimbursement for telephone only 
appointments is currently under review. Up 
to date information is available in the 
billing/reimbursement FAQ. 

How do I know if a patient has consented for 
TeleCare and signed appropriate 
agreements/consents? 

The patient will receive an email with all 
required consents and agreements. The 
provider must confirm that the patient has 
received, read and has no questions prior to 
proceeding. These questions are mandatory 
in the TeleCare content set.  

 

No physical signature is required if the 
provider is consenting. Staff are unable to 
obtain a verbal consent.  
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How do I involve my residents and fellows? 

If the resident and fellow work alongside the 
provider, they can use the same provider 
specific link sent to the patient to enter the 
waiting room. The Provider can then admit 
them into the exam room along with the 
patient so they can take part in the visit. 

 

Update: All House Staff have been given 
HIPAA compliant Zoom licenses and can 
obtain their accounts following the 
instructions on the toolkit. The resident and 
fellows can perform visits and admit the 
physician into the room as needed, 
essentially reversing the workflow above.  

How do I facilitate adding an interpreter to 
the visit? 

Instructions are dependent on the type of 
services and languages needed. Detailed 
interpreter instructions are available here.  

 

After Visit Care 

Can we email instructions from the visit to 
the patient? 

Yes, patient instructions can be emailed via 
the practice email. If the patient is on the 
portal, they can also be sent via the portal.  

If additional providers are needing to see the 
patient like social workers, therapists, etc.. 
how should those be completed? 

These can be setup as separate appointments  
using the additional provider’s specific Zoom 
link. 

 

For some multidisciplinary clinics, the 
provider could admit each ancillary service 
into the exam room as needed. This will tie 
up the provider’s exam room and may not be 
preferred.  

 

Clinics should determine what workflow 
works best for them. 

https://covid-19.ukhc.org/wp-content/uploads/sites/121/2020/03/UKHC-Telehealth-Interpreting.pdf
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Practice Email Questions 

I added a staff member as a user but they are 
not able to use it. What is wrong? 

It can take up to 24 hours for the practice 
email to update. If you are still having trouble 
after 24 hours, please request assistance from 
your analyst, here.  

I’m having trouble with the practice email. 
Where can I go for help? 

Detailed instructions are provided on the 
toolkit on how to setup, give access, and use 
the practice emails.  

 

If you have additional issues, please request 
assistance from your analyst, here.  

Billing/Reimbursement 

Where can I go if I have questions 
regarding billing or reimbursement of 
TeleCare visits?  

There is an FAQ specific to billing 
questions that is being developed. A link 
to that FAQ will be included here when it 
is available.  

Miscellaneous Questions 

What about out of state patients? 

Corporate compliance, risk and legal have 
reviewed all current guidance related to 
performing TeleCare visits. They strongly 
advise that we only “see” patients in the 
Commonwealth of Kentucky. This includes 
televideo and telephone visits. 

  

https://luky.sharepoint.com/sites/UKAmbulatoryAnalystDataRequest
https://covid-19.ukhc.org/telecare-toolkit/#section2
https://covid-19.ukhc.org/telecare-toolkit/#section2
https://luky.sharepoint.com/sites/UKAmbulatoryAnalystDataRequest
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